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INTRODUCTION

BEYOND BLUE
1300 224 636 
beyondblue.org.au

HEADSPACE 
headspace.org.au

REACHOUT 
au.reachout.com

LIFELINE 
13 11 14 
www.lifeline.org.au

KIDS HELPLINE 
1800 55 1800

BLACK DOG INSTITUTE 
1800 105 303 
www.blackdoginstitute.org.au

SUICIDE CALLBACK SERVICE 
1300 659 467 
suicidecallbackservice.org.au

CIAO E BENVENUTI A TUTTI!

I hope you enjoyed our Malthouse production 
of Looking for Alibrandi—and that it’s given you 
plenty of exciting things to discuss!

This Prompt Pack B picks up where Prompt Pack 
A left off; this time with a post-show collection 
of provocations, questions, observations and 
activities, designed to support you and your 
students’ analysis and evaluation of this iconic 
production—and journey towards their final VCE 
Theatre Studies exams.

This Pack is separated into three main chapters: 
Putting It Together introduces you to our team, 
and compiles interviews and notes from several of 
our creatives; Page To Stage revisits some of the 
contexts and themes of the written playtext and is 
targeted at Unit 3’s analysis of the interpretation 
of the text to stage; and How Did They Do It? 
is focussed on Unit 4’s interrogation of the 
production’s interrelationship between acting, 
direction and design to create a cohesive whole. 
Finally, there are extra Resources at the end to 
add to your comprehensive library of contextual 
and background information. 

I encourage students to use the entire Prompt 
Pack, no matter which Unit’s Playlist they are 
studying Looking for Alibrandi for. And of course, I 
highly recommend classes book in for Malthouse 
Education’s Revisit The Play sessions later in 
the year in preparation for their final exams. 
Remember that our Prompt Packs do not provide 
definitive answers; rather, students should use 
these insights and information to springboard into 
their own further study and discussion.

Whether it’s related to this production, Theatre 
Studies in general, or even their wider school 
life, remember to keep alert to your students’ 
wellbeing across this stressful time, and remind 
the classroom of the support offered by the 
organisations on the right. 

As always, please get in touch with me on 
lbrooks@malthousetheatre.com.au if you have 
any questions, concerns, queries or quandaries!

All the very best, and see you again soon.

Lyall Brooks 
Malthouse Education Coordinator
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PUTTING IT 
TOGETHER
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CAST & CREATIVE TEAM

CREATIVE

STEPHEN NICOLAZZO
DIRECTOR

Stephen is a Melbourne 
based theatre-maker, director, 

and co-founder of queer 
theatre company, Little Ones 

Theatre. Recent credits 
include Loaded (Malthouse 

Theatre), Considerable Sexual 
License (Joel Bray Dance), 

Merciless Gods (Arts Centre 
Melbourne/Griffin Theatre 

Company), and Abigail’s Party 
(Melbourne Theatre Company). 

Stephen has also directed 
Ash Flanders’ End Of. (Griffin 

Theatre Company/Darebin 
Arts Speakeasy), Judith Lucy 
and Denise Scott’s Still Here 
(Token Entertainment), The 

Happy Prince (Griffin Theatre 
Company/La Mama), The 
Moors (Red Stitch Actors’ 
Theatre), and Daddy (Joel 

Bray Dance). He is a Green 
Room Award winner for Best 
Director (The Happy Prince), 

his productions have received 
12 Green Room Awards, and 

a Sydney Theatre Award. 
Stephen was also the recipient 

of the Besen Family Artist 
Program in 2009 and was a 
member of the 2019 Lincoln 

Centre Theatre’s Directors Lab.

DANIEL NIXON
COMPOSER & SOUND 

DESIGNER

Daniel is a composer, 
sound designer and multi-

instrumentalist. He has 
performed with the Melbourne 

Symphony Orchestra, 
Orchestra Victoria, John 

Farnham, Yothu Yindi, Sebine 
Meyer, Mikko Frank, and many 

others. He has written and 
recorded multiple albums 

and worked extensively as a 
session player, programmer, 
and producer. He has scored 

and designed numerous 
films, plays, and dance works, 
including work with Flashgun 
Films, Cascade Films, Little 

Ones Theatre, Red Stitch 
Actors’ Theatre, American 
Girl, Universal Television, 

Disney Pictures, Al Jazeera, 
The National Gallery Australia, 
Melbourne Theatre Company, 

Queensland Theatre, Malthouse 
Theatre, Chunky Move, Dirty 

Pretty Theatre, Griffin Theatre 
Company, Ensemble Theatre, 

Madman Entertainment, NBCU, 
ABC, Netflix, Arts House, HBO, 
Films by Jove and many others. 

In 2020 he won the Green 
Room Award for Malthouse 

Theatre’s production of Loaded.

KATIE SFETKIDIS
LIGHTING DESIGNER

Katie Sfetkidis is a lighting 
designer and artist who 

has worked extensively in 
theatre and contemporary 
experimental performance 
for almost 15 years across 

Australia and internationally. 
Recent Malthouse Theatre 

credits include CHASE, 
Meme Girls, Atomic, and 

Calpurnia Descending. Katie 
has also been the lighting 
designer on Daddy (Joel 

Bray), Exit Strategies, The 
Director (Aphids), Merciless 

Gods, The Happy Prince, The 
Nightingale and the Rose (Little 

Ones Theatre), Abigail’s 
Party (Melbourne Theatre 

Company), Monty Python’s 
Spamalot (One Eyed Man 

Productions), Lysa and the 
Free Born Dames (La Boite 

Theatre), Apokalypsis (Charles 
Purcell & Zak Pidd), Suddenly 

Last Summer, and The 
Moors (Red Stitch Actors’ 

Theatre). Katie is the recipient 
of a Green Room Award for her 

design for Meme Girls.  
She is currently the Feminist 

Emissary for the Queen Victoria 
Women’s Centre.

ROSA VOTO
CHOREOGRAPHER

Rosa Voto is an Italian born 
performing artist, vocalist, 
dancer, percussionist, and 
educator living in Australia 

since 2003. She is known as 
the founder and director of the 

Melbourne School of Tarantella, 
the first school in Australia 

dedicated to the teaching of 
Southern Italian traditional 

and ritualistic dances. Rosa 
has developed unique dance 
and movement programs for 

primary and secondary schools, 
nursing homes, and community 

groups. These programs  
fuse together the teaching  

of folk dances and street 
theatre (Commedia  

dell’Arte) with elements  
of dance and movement 

therapy, to help participants 
achieve physical, emotional, 

and social integration. 

VIDYA RAJAN
WRITER

Vidya Rajan is an award-
winning multi-disciplinary artist 

based in Naarm and Boorloo. 
Her work takes the form of 
scriptwriting for television 
and theatre, contemporary 
performance making, and 
comedy. A former writer in 

residence at Malthouse, she has 
been the recipient of the Living 
Now commission, the Malcolm 

Robertson commission, Screen 
Australia's developing the 

developer program, the Wheeler 
Centre's Hot Desk Fellowship 

and the Melbourne Festival 
Director's Lab program. Recent 

work for screen, stage 
and online include Year 

Of (Stan), Deadloch (Amazon 
Prime), Diversity Panel (MAV), 

The Feed (SBS), At Home 
Alone Together (ABC 

Comedy), Nemeses: The 
Sitcom (the Wheeler 
Centre), Cancellation 
Adventure (Liminal), 

Small & Cute Oh No (The 
Blue Room Theatre), The 
Lizard is Present (Jewel 

Box Grant/Melbourne 
Fringe), Playlist (Red Stitch 
Actors’ Theatre), Sleepover 

Gurlz (Melbourne Fringe 
Festival), and Asian Ghost-ery 

Store (Griffin Theatre Company). 

KATE DAVIS
SET & COSTUME DESIGNER

Kate is a multi-disciplinary 
artist working as a director, set 

designer, costume designer, 
visual artist, and florist. She is 

the Co-Artistic director and 
Co-CEO of THE RABBLE. 
Malthouse Theatre credits 

include My Dearworthy Darling, 
In the Bleak Midwinter, Deathly, 
Death, Dead, and Frankenstein 
(THE RABBLE). THE RABBLE 

was the Company in Residence 
at Malthouse in 2014. She has 
also designed for numerous 

companies including Melbourne 
Theatre Company, Belvoir St 

Theatre, Chunky Move, Back to 
Back Theatre, Fraught Outfit, 

Joel Bray, Sydney Theatre 
Company, Terrapin Puppet 

Theatre, Dance House,  
Ghost Pictures and 

Performance Space.
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CAST

CHANELLA MACRI
JOSIE

Chanella is an Italian-Samoan 
actor, writer, theatre-maker, 

and educator who grew up on 
Dharug Country. In 2017 she 
graduated from the Victorian 

College of the Arts with a 
Bachelor of Fine Arts in Theatre 
Practice, the Patricia Kennedy 

Award, and as Valedictorian 
of the University of Melbourne 

VCA and MCM. Theatre 
credits include Australian 

Realness (Malthouse Theatre), 
Let Bleeding Girls Lie (La 

Mama), House (Barking Gecko 
Theatre), Whale (Darebin 

Speakeasy), Truly Madly Britney 
(Theatre Works), Moral Panic 

(Darebin Speakeasy), Suddenly 
Last Summer (Red Stitch 

Actor’s Theatre), and Crazy 
Brave (La Mama). Chanella is 
a member of the Red Stitch 
Actors’ Ensemble, the New 

Working Group, a Lead Artist 
with Western Edge Youth 
Arts, and is the playwright 

commissioned for  
Malthouse Theatre’s  

Suitcase Series in 2022.

LUCIA MASTRANTONE
CHRISTINA, SERA

Lucia has a successful career 
in theatre, physical theatre, film, 
TV, and as a voice artist. Select 

theatre credits include The 
Harp in the South, Talk, Marriage 

Blanc, Romeo & Juliet (Sydney 
Theatre Company), The Cherry 

Orchard, Atlantis, Twelfth 
Night, The Book of Everything, 
Scorched, Macbeth (Belvoir St 
Theatre), Young Frankenstein. 
Window, Cricket Bat, Dead Cat 

Bounce, Kill Climate Deniers 
(Griffin), Ladies Day (Hayes 

Theatre), The Hypochondriac 
(Darlinghurst Theatre 

Company), The Duchess of 
Malfi (Bell Shakespeare) The 
Merchant of Venice, VERONA 

(STCSA), and The Venetian 
Twins (Melbourne Theatre 

Company). Physical theatre 
credits include Blue Love 

(Shaun Parker Dancers), Under 
The Influence (Legs on the 

Wall), and The Longest Night 
(Urban Theatre). TV credits 

include The Secrets She Keeps 
S2, The Letdown S1, Home and 

Away, Pacific Heat, Rake S3, 
and Tangle. Lucia’s film credits 
include Look Both Ways, Dog, 
Stealth, Spank, and Blackrock.

JENNIFER VULETIC
NONNA, MARGARET 

THROSBY, SISTER 
BERNADETTE

Jennifer appeared most 
recently in Malthouse Theatre's 

Because The Night. Other 
stage credits include The 

Histrionic and Women of Troy 
(Malthouse Theatre/Sydney 

Theatre Company), Arbus 
& West (Melbourne Theatre 
Company), and Mamma Mia. 
Awards include the Sydney 

Theatre Critics Circle Award 
for the Baroness in Chitty Chitty 
Bang Bang and a Green Room 

Award for Merciless Gods (Little 
Ones Theatre/Griffin Theatre). 
Recent television appearances 

include Mandy the Mullet in 
Wentworth and Enid Holdstock 
in Ms Fisher's Modern Murder 
Mysteries. A multiple award-

winning audio narrator,  
Jennifer is best known  

for the internationally awarded 
Once My Mother.

HANNAH MONSON
IVY, JOHN BARTON

Hannah Monson is an Australian 
actor who is a graduate of 

the University of Ballarat. Her 
most recent television credits 

include Halifax: Retribution 
(Nine Network), as well as 
her regular appearance in 

the role of Kristie in seasons 
one, two and three of Glitch. 

Other credits include Winners 
and Losers and The Leftovers. 

Selected theatre credits include 
Lady Example, Lashes, and 

Oriel. Hannah also received a 
Logie Award nomination for 

Most Outstanding Newcomer 
and an AACTA nomination for 
Best Supporting Actress in a 
Television Drama for Glitch.

ASHLEY LYONS
MICHAEL

Ashley graduated from the 
Queensland University of 

Technology. Theatre credits 
include The Removalists 

(Rocksurfers Theatre), The 
White Guard, The Removalists 

(Sydney Theatre Company) 
Measure For Measure, 

Scorched, and The Little Cherry 
Orchard (Company B), Jesus 

Hopped The ‘A’ Train (B-Sharp) 
as well as its revival in 2008 for 

Queensland’s Festival of the 
Dreaming. Also for B-Sharp, 
Ashley appeared in Harold 
Pinter’s The Homecoming. 

He has appeared in Terrorism 
(Darlinghurst Theatre Company), 

Cigarettes and Chocolates 
(Seesaw Theatre), Cancelling 

King Lear, Ninja (Cake 
Productions), Little Malcolm and 
his struggle against the Eunuchs 
(Old Fitzroy), Third World Blues 

(La Boite Theatre), Dealers 
Choice (The Old Fitzroy/Albedo), 

Julius Caesar, Antony and 
Cleopatra (Bell Shakespeare), 

and Glory of Living (Pact 
Theatre). Ashley’s feature film 
credits include Nice Package, 
Fatal Honeymoon, Strangers 

Lovers Killers, The Underdog’s 
Tale, The Marine, Mask 2, Burke 
and Wills, and Feeling Sexy. His 
Television credits include Home 

and Away and South Pacific.

JOHN MARC DESENGANO
JACOB COOTE

John Marc Desengano 
graduated from The University 

of Ballarat, Arts Academy 
in 2008 and has worked 

consistently as an actor since. 
He discovered a passion for 
young people which led him 
to achieving his Masters in 
Primary teaching from the 

University of Melbourne, and 
work for leading Youth Theatre 
companies such as St. Martins 

and Polyglot Theatre. John 
Marc’s work with young people 

has now seen him become 
the Co-Artistic Director of 

Western Edge, a company he 
adores and has worked with 

for several years. John Marc’s 
stage credits include The 

Yellow Wave, The Bachelor S17 
E05, Survival, Enlightenment, A 
Midnight Visit, and many more. 
He also performed in The Dead 
Twin at the Georgetown Festival 

in Malaysia. His television 
credits include Rush, Back in 

Very Small Business, Playing for 
Keeps, Lie With Me, and others. 
John Marc is a proud company 

member of Impro Melbourne 
and Soothplayers: Completely 

Improvised Shakespeare.

CAST & CREATIVE TEAM
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PRODUCTION

CECILY RABEY
STAGE MANAGER

Cecily has relocated to 
Melbourne and is a graduate 

from The Royal Central 
School of Speech and Drama 

in London. This is her third 
production at Malthouse 

Theatre. Cecily has worked 
nationally and internationally 

as a stage manager and 
production manager. Select 
credits include Because The 
Night (Malthouse Theatre), 
Wake in Fright (Malthouse 

Theatre), Daddy (Arts House), 
FLIGHT (Darkfield/Realscape 

Productions), Angelo (Little 
Angel Theatre), and Lost 

Lending Library (Punchdrunk).

ADDITIONAL 
CREATIVES 

HARRY DOWLING
ASSISTANT STAGE MANAGER

Harry Dowling (he/him)  
is an emerging creative 

producer and arts manager. 
He is a 2021 graduate of 
Monash University with a 

Bachelor of Arts in theatre and 
performance, and is also the co-
founder and general manager of 
independent live-arts company 

Fever103 Theatre. Recent 
Stage Management credits 

include Low (Theatre Works), 
A Midsummer Night’s Dream 

(Melbourne Shakespeare 
Company), and Body Horror 

(Melbourne Fringe). As a 
producer his work has included 

Treats (Fever103/Southbank 
Theatre), Kill Climate Deniers 
(MUST/MPAC), and Brittany  
& The Mannequins (Fever103 

/Northcote Town Hall  
Arts Centre).

UNDERSTUDY 
Clarisse Bonello

MUSICIANS 
Rosa Voto 
Renato Vacirca 

VOCAL COACH  
Matt Furlani

DIALECT COACH 
Paulo Bongiovanni 

CULTURAL & LANGUAGE 
CONSULTANT 
Lucia Mastrantone

BESEN FAMILY ARTIST 
PROGRAM RECIPIENTS  
Aiv Puglielli  
(Sound Design & Composition) 
Karine Larché  
(Set & Costume Design)

TRANSLATION  
Moreno Giovannoni

DESIGN INTERN   
Casey Harper-Wood

DIRECTOR INTERNS  
Tansy Gorman 
Steph Lee

CAST & CREATIVE TEAM
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IN THEIR WORDS

STEPHEN NICOLAZZO (DIRECTOR)

Click on the above image to watch the whole interview, or use the links to specific questions below.  
The whole video with timecodes of individual questions can also be found at  
vimeo.com/malthouse/LFADirector

 → What inspired you to take on this work?         Link

 → How did you approach staging the rapid changes of character, place and time?    Link

 → How did you work with the actors in rehearsals?        Link

 → How do you collaborate with the designers when creating this production?    Link

 → What has been the most challenging aspect of interpreting this play for the stage?   Link

 → For you, what’s the most exciting part of this production?       Link

 → What do you want the audience to take away from this work?      Link

I WAS AFRAID TO BE A WOG

[Looking for Alibrandi] spoke to the conflict that occurred as I grew older. I was 
scared to embrace my identity for fear of not being able to access an Anglo-centric 
world, I was embarrassed by custom, by smelling of salami or garlic, and growing 
hair on my chest just that little bit earlier than others. I was afraid to be a Wog. Just 
like Josie. Always trying to assimilate to a culture other than my own. I would try out 
a British accent, strive for excellence in my studies to escape being a concreter, and 
shut out the traditions that had brought me such love as a young person. I wanted 
to escape the curse of being a wog. Josie was the first character I had ever read or 
seen on screen that understood what it was like. Her story made me proud to be a 
wog and I will thank Melina Marchetta for creating her every single day.  

Stephen Nicolazzo 
Looking for Alibrandi show program

I wasn’t in Australia in the 90s, and so missed the huge Alibrandi moment at that 
time, and actually only read the novel a few years ago, when I chanced upon it at 
a bookstore. I could not put it down though, and finished it in a night, immediately 
electrified, and swept away by a real sense of recognition. I guess this isn’t 
surprising—I was a young woman from a migrant background too, a first-generation 
South Asian Tamil one in my case, who like Josie had also grown up in modest 
suburbs and chafed against the excesses of culture while dreaming of a grander 
future. 

In adapting the book over the last couple of years, this initial sense of resonance is 
something I revisited. It felt worthy of investigation, that this novel still felt fresh to 
someone like me, whose family went through a much later and completely different 
wave of migration to this country. For many newer settler migrants, Southern 
European migrants might seem initially part of the fabric of ‘Australia’, but this was 
not always so, and there is much we can gain in finding solidarity and exchange 
across our stories. In my writing, I drew on echoes of similarity: rhythms of silence 
and speech, the intergenerational strength of women, feelings of alienation, 
internalised inferiority regarding the ‘anglo establishment’, and the pressures of self-
actualising while honouring the sacrifice of those who came before you. 

I hope this work lets the audience have a deeply felt experience of this vital moment 
of migratory history. In turn, it’s also a way to connect with and perhaps even to look 
anew at what, if anything, has changed now, and which stories get to be considered 
classic parts of this country’s trajectory. 

Vidya Rajan 
Looking for Alibrandi show program
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KATE DAVIS (SET & COSTUME DESIGNER)
You can read the transcript of our interview with Kate Davis in the Resources at the end of this Prompt 
Pack—as well as download her original design images and pictures of the Looking for Alibrandi set model. 

CHANELLA MACRI (ACTOR)

Click on the above image to watch the whole interview, or use the links to specific questions below.  
The whole video with timecodes of individual questions can also be found at  
vimeo.com/malthouse/LFAActor01

 → Intro             Link

 → How did you prepare for the play?          Link

 → What do you do to delineate the present and future version of Josie?     Link

 → How do you see your relationship with the audience?       Link

 → What character or part of the play do you have a strong connection with?     Link

 → What part of the production most excites you?        Link

' I grew up in a very different world from Josie. By the time I was growing up  
in primary school, high school, being Italian wasn’t such a negative thing. Being half 
Samoan, being brown, was much more of an issue for me growing up…  
I grew up in the Blue Mountains, which in the late 90s was very white, a sort  
of gated community. That desire to be white, to be educated, to be wealthy— 
to just fit within the mould of what is beautiful and successful—was so strong … I 
remember how embarrassing it is to be different, to be big, to not look the right way, 
to have parents that speak differently, a strange accent. There’s such  
white-hot shame about sticking out.’

Chanella Macri 
The Guardian

IN THEIR WORDS
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http://vimeo.com/malthouse/LFAActor01
http://vimeo.com/malthouse/LFAActor01
http://vimeo.com/malthouse/LFAActor01 
http://vimeo.com/malthouse/ LFAActor01
https://vimeo.com/730921005#t=15s
https://vimeo.com/730921005#t=108s
https://vimeo.com/730921005#t=185s
https://vimeo.com/730921005#t=258s
https://vimeo.com/730921005#t=321s


LUCIA MASTRANTONE & HANNAH MONSON 
(ACTORS)

Click on the above image to watch the whole interview, or use the links to specific questions below.  
The whole video with timecodes of individual questions can also be found at  
vimeo.com/malthouse/LFAActor02

 → Intro            Link

 → How did you prepare for the play?          Link

 → What do you do to delineate your different characters?       Link

 → How do you see your relationship with the audience?       Link

 → What character or part of the play do you have a strong connection with?     Link

 → What part of the production most excites you?        Link

IN THEIR WORDS
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http://vimeo.com/malthouse/LFAActor02
http://vimeo.com/malthouse/LFAActor02
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https://vimeo.com/730932586#t=702s
https://vimeo.com/730932586#t=702s


PAGE TO STAGE
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CONTEXTS
This chapter aims to support you to recollect your experience of the production, structure your analysis, 
and begin to articulate your evaluation of how effectively the contexts implied in the written script were 
interpreted on stage.

Consider how each production role contributed to the creative and imaginative interpretation of these 
contexts, and remember to keep these key questions in mind:

 → HOW DID IT HAPPEN?

 → WHY DID IT HAPPEN?

 → WHAT DID I THINK OF THAT CHOICE?

 → WHAT EFFECT DID THE CHOICE HAVE ON THE AUDIENCE?

 → WAS THE EFFECT POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE?

Following are some of the contexts of Looking for Alibrandi you may have researched prior to seeing the 
show, together with a small selection of simple provocations to get you going.

THE SOURCE TEXT
From Prompt Pack A, you got an impression of the great impact the original 1992 novel had on both young 
and older audiences at the time—and many more over the following decades.

Did any element of the story’s place in our cultural history translate to the stage production you saw? Did it 
feel as vital and groundbreaking as you perceived the original to be? Or were there any echoes of it? Think 
of who was in the audience at the performance you attended. What ages and ethnicities and identities made 
up the house? What was their reaction? What did you hear in the foyer at interval or after the show?

In conclusion: was this particular context effectively interpreted in the production? Why or why not?  
What production elements were most effective in interpreting the context, and how?

This year marks the thirty-year anniversary of the novel, so I feel a great honour in 
having it adapted by Vidya Rajan and Stephen Nicolazzo. As a writer, I’m passionate 
about the longevity of my work and the way it’s seen by audiences through time. The 
vision of other creators, especially those who have worn the coat of being ‘the other’ 
at some time in their life, excites me. I’ve never wished for the play you’ll be watching 
to be an exact replica of the novel I wrote in my parents’ home all those decades ago. 
I want Alibrandi to breed and become its own entity through the talents and passion 
of other creatives such as Vidya and Stephen.

As a teenager, I felt like I didn’t have an identity outside my extended family. It meant 
I questioned my worth a lot more than someone from the dominant culture who was 
constantly reassured by positive and warm representations of themselves in the 
media and in the arts. 

So, I feel great joy in the knowledge that young people are sitting in the audience 
and watching this production, seeing aspects of their lives and culture. And their 
otherness. 

It’s a truly beautiful thing. 

Melina Marchetta 
Looking for Alibrandi show program

While she was working on the adaptation, [Rajan] actively sought input from the 
Italian cast and crew to ensure the play didn’t misrepresent the cross-generational 
Italian experience, but she also drew on her own experience as the daughter of 
migrant parents. ‘It was a weird act of cultural empathy, connecting to this Italian girl 
from the 80s through my own relationship with my mother,’ says Rajan. ‘Because  
I didn’t grow up here, I didn’t understand the reverence of the movie and book.’

Vyshnavee Wijekumar 
The Saturday Paper
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TIME
Reflect back on the Time Capsule activity from Prompt Pack A (page 25). Did any of the mid-90s 
material you researched and collated make an appearance in this production? Regardless of whether 
you completed that activity or not, take a look through the categories: Music, TV, Pop Culture, Fashion, 
Politics, News, Other. How many references under each of these categories did you notice within the 
play? What were they? Were they expected, or did any surprise you? Was there anything you didn’t 
recognise, but feel it may have been an indication of the time period?

How did the slight reframing of the story into early Howard-era 1996 (from the original 1992) impact 
the play? Did you discern anything in the script that made this an effective choice? What about while 
watching the interpretation on stage?

STYLE & AESTHETIC
Further discussion on the theatre styles evident in the production is under Styles, over the page.

Read the interview with set and costume designer Kate Davis in the Resources chapter, watch director 
Stephen Nicolazzo’s interview in the previous In Their Words chapter, consider any research you 
undertook on Stephen’s previous work, and look up more images from the oeuvre of Pedro Almodóvar.

Did you have any expectations of what the ‘aesthetic’ of this production of Looking for Alibrandi might 
be? If so, were these expectations met? Why or why not? Were the aesthetic choices on stage, as you 
now recognise them, effective in your understanding of the play’s contexts and meaning? Why or why 
not? And how? Identify examples from the production you saw.

How was the element of the passata—the processing stations, the tomatoes and their waste, the 
physical sauce—realised and integrated into the story and action onstage? Was it as you expected? 
Was it effective? Why or why not? Give examples.

 

CONTEXTS
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STYLES

ECLECTIC THEATRE?
Always take special care to never label a play as ‘Eclectic’ without being able to identify the specific 
theatre styles and their conventions that contribute to and justify this ‘eclecticism.’

To the right are just some examples of conventions of theatre styles that you may have noticed in either 
the script or the stage interpretation of Looking for Alibrandi. Remember, how you frame the intended 
style(s) of the play is entirely up to you—you can agree or disagree with any of these—so long as you 
can explain your reasoning!

How many of these conventions did you identify in the written script of the play? 

Take a scene of the playtext and underline any instance of the conventions to the right. Work in a group, 
or take a solo pass at the scene before comparing your work with a friend and discussing.

How many of these conventions did you identify in the stage interpretation of the play?

Using a scene from the stage interpretation, consider each production role’s contribution and give 
examples of any of the listed style conventions that were evident. Were they clear? Were they effective 
in supporting the other production roles/elements, and ultimately the interpretation? 

REALISM  → Naturalistic costumes

 → Believable, relatable characters

 → Realistic movement

 → Un-heightened speech and everyday dialogue

 → Psychologically driven drama

 → Protagonist rises up against the odds  
and triumphs

NATURALISM  → Presence of poor or working-class characters

 → Exploration of harsh topics (ie suicide, poverty, 
domestic violence)

SYMBOLISM  → Transformed or symbolic props  
(ie passata as blood)

 → Lighting as atmosphere indicator

 → Abstract stage settings

 → Archetypal characters

EXPRESSIONISM  → Surreal atmosphere

 → Abstract Scenery

 → Use of bold or garish colours or patterns

 → Single central protagonist

 → Representative characters (ie wealthy/snobby)

BRECHTIAN/EPIC  → Traditional proscenium arch theatre  
(even without a prosc)

 → Mix of realistic and non-realistic movement

 → Direct audience address

 → Multi-purpose set elements 

 → Visible lighting equipment

FARCE  → Consider ‘Wog ASIO’

 → Broad comedic character types

 → Heightened physicality and comedy (ie 
cartwheels)

 → Design’s overt comedic focus (ie spotlights, 
caricatured costumes)
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MOMENTS
This chapter will look at specific scenes, ideas or ‘moments’ in the playtext, and assist you to analyse  
and evaluate how—and how effectively—those moments were interpreted in the stage production.

Try to utilise and incorporate all the elements of theatre composition to craft your responses to each 
moment’s interpretation, and continue to use your toolkit of theatrical terminology and expressions 
you have leaned thus far in Theatre Studies. A few suggestions and observations—but not definitive 
answers!—are given under each title below.

NONNA’S ARC
Cohesion, Contrast, Emphasis, Motion (Pattern, Spatial Flow), Variation (Energy) // Movement 
(Dynamics), Motivation, Gesture

The disparate and often spectral moments of Nonna alone in the space arguably need to be  
taken together form an ultimately cohesive and rewarding whole. Let’s recap some of these  
individual moments:

 → The opening sequence—possibly a young Nonna dancing, with a scarf, in the past?

 → After Josie’s school dance—Nonna sensually holding a photo to her chest

 → The ‘spectral creature in pain’ moment in the script (Scene 13) is now Nonna slowly, ethereally, 
straining the heated tomatoes and proceeding to process them while delivering the dialogue in 
repeated Italian and English

 → An added transition before Scene 14—Nonna bottles passata and holds her scarf tenderly

 → As Josie prepares for her rebellious sexual encounter, we see Nonna lighting a cigarette— 
it is ambiguous if this is done sensually or forlornly, or even when it is 

 → Nonna sings a dirge-like song after Josie learns of John’s death, before crumpling to the ground and 
staying there for several scenes

Jennifer Vuletic’s performance is certainly a rich source for analysis (see Acting in the next How Did 
They Do It? chapter). Note her contrasting physicalities at the various moments mentioned above. We 
see Nonna as a young woman, limber and free; we see her alone at home, experiencing the echoes of 
that same youthful energy—but in a more constrained, older body; and we see her crumpled, broken—
perhaps literally knocked down at the hands of her abusive husband, or metaphorically burdened by the 
weight of il Mallocchio—the curse—she feels she has manifested.

Scene 29 (The Confession) is also worth exploding out and analysing for the interrelationship between 
acting, direction and design. Nonna transitions from a crumpled heap, to sunny disposition, to literally 
throwing herself on her hands and knees, supplicant, as she begs Josie to understand and forgive. The 
lighting simultaneously focusses the action with pared back side-lighting and use of downstage ‘birdies’ 
that capture the actors with bold uplighting. What mood does this invoke? Think about where you have 
seen this sort of effect before. It is often used to create a ghoulishness or suggest heightened villainy 
—but this time it is used to perhaps reference the antagonistic concept of il Mallocchio itself rather than 
the characters themselves.

RED
Cohesion, Emphasis, Variation (Intensity) // Symbolism, Theme

You wouldn’t have missed the bold red lighting that washed the stage at various times throughout the 
production. Kate Davis (in her interview in the Resources chapter) talks about her use of it in her set and 
costume—and what it symbolises—so here we might infer a cohesive application of the colour across 
both design and direction.

Consider when the effect was used:

 → While (young?) Nonna is dancing in the opening sequence

 → Leading into the school dance

 → Just before Christina re-enters after her date

 → When Josie and Jacob meet up for sex

 → As Josie finally articulates what makes an ‘Alibrandi woman’

Is there one theme (or more) that links these moments? Was it supported by other elements of design, 
for example the music becoming louder and more manic as the red also builds? Passion is a very 
common symbolic link to this colour—and many of the above moments are preluding or accompanying 
moments of real, potential or unfilled passion—but did you notice these moments were also perhaps  
only ever related to the Alibrandi women? Moments of not just deep yearning, but embracing or  
yielding to this passion as an inherent part of an identity—regardless of the consequences.

Perhaps this is why the final red wash state (Josie standing centre stage surrounded by red,  
literally in the centre of our Alibrandi universe) align with Josie’s realisation and acceptance of the  
proud imperfection of the Alibrandi women—‘grasping at our freedom, we were surviving’— 
full of passion and love? 
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THE DANCE! 
Cohesion, Contrast, Motion (Proportion, Spatial Flow), Rhythm (Pace, Timing), Variation (Conflict) // 
Motivation, Focus, Voice, Theatre Technologies

Arguably the seeds of Scene 10’s dance are planted at the start of Scene 9, as Josie dresses. There is a 
sense of family, tradition and incredible vulnerability to the image as Josie stands in her underwear, being 
is being lovingly helped into her dress by Nonna and Christina. There is something almost ceremonial; a 
rite of passage. And then, what was the effect on the audience of actor Chanella Macri portraying Josie’s 
disgust and embarrassment at the dress—antithetical to both the tender moment and Nonna’s pride in 
her beautiful handiwork? Laughter? Recognition?

The wonderful contrasts continue as the nighttime-blue lighting deepens and transitions to Alibrandi-
passion-red; we know Josie wants to be sexy, but Nonna’s puffy-sleeved satin outfit does not support 
it—and by now we are past the point of no return and at the dance. The red wash, haze, and blaring 
music are almost nightmarish, but the nostalgic mirror ball effect and Sera’s piercing shriek (effectively 
part of the soundscape) remind us this is all safely comedic.

Consider how the production suggested an energetic, inter-school dance scene with only six actors. 
Hannah Monsoon plays both John and Ivy, visually showing us two distinct characters in quick 
succession; Lucia Mastrantone’s Sera enters and exits at pace (and volume), carrying the high energy  
of the suggested student mass; Ashley Lyons supports her with a uber-macho cameo as boyfriend 
Sergio; and Jennifer Vuletic’s Sister Bernadette, the sensible adult presence, swishes across the stage 
breaking up any potentially immoral behaviour. 

Was all this an effective interrelationship between acting, directing and design? Were characters  
fully fleshed out or acting more functionally—relying on the audience’s uncritical recognition of types  
and motivations to create the framework of the scene and allow us to focus more on the advancement  
of the story?

THE FUNERAL 
Cohesion, Emphasis, Motion (Arrangement, Pattern, Spatial Flow), Rhythm (Tempo), Variation (Energy, 
Intensity, Use of Space) // Focus, Voice, Symbolism, Gesture, Movement (Dynamics, Rhythm), Theatre 
Technologies

This is an excellent sequence to evaluate how a playtext can be imaginatively and unexpectedly 
interpreted onto stage, and—again—to explore how the interrelationship between acting, directing and 
design roles can create a cohesive whole.

Consider:

 → The slow lighting fade (like blood draining from a face?)

 → The warm yellow light (have we seen this colour palette in the production yet?)

 → Focussing the lighting through the architecture of the crates (possibly suggesting light through 
cathedral windows?)

 → Nonna singing in Italian (an unrelated character, but singing an elegy for both John Barton and 
something lost of her own?)

 → Flitter drop (symbolic of John’s letter Josie is ripping up—suggesting both that she tore it up into more 
pieces and for longer than we see onstage, and the obliteration of her love/world/psyche?)

WOG ASIO
Contrast, Motion (Position), Rhythm (Tempo), Variation (Use of Space) // Style, Physicality, Movement 
(Dynamics), Focus

Remember the direction from the beginning of the playtext: 'All scenes are through the lens of  
Josephine Alibrandi, shifting between reality and adolescent fantasies/nightmares.’ and look up the script  
txo recap how Josie herself describes the tight Italian immigrant community she belongs to.

What performance styles do you think were employed by the director and actors to create these extremely 
heightened characters and scenes? Farce? Pantomime? Clowning? What physical skills did the actors 
utilise in support of this? What design choices or production elements did you notice? 

How did the audience react to these sections? 

How effective were they in conveying the meaning and contexts of the play? Consider the contrast  
of these characters and the simultaneous, more realistic performances of any other (named)  
characters onstage. 

MOMENTS
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HOW DID THEY  
DO IT?
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ACTING
Refer back to the Cast & Creative Team biographies on page 8. Choose two or three different actors, 
and one of their main characters. Recommendations include Chanella Macri’s JOSIE, Jennifer Vuletic’s 
NONNA, Hannah Monson’s IVY/JOHN, or Lucia Mastrantone’s CHRISTINA/SERA.

PERFORMANCE
Select two actors and analyse how their use of acting skills—including facial expression, voice, gesture, 
movement, stillness, and/or silence—helped the audience to understand their character’s function, 
purpose, status, traits, motivation, and/or objective. Was there a particularly effective use of acting skills 
used by a performer to interpret their character? How was this achieved? 

Select one actor and provide an example of their use of verbal and non-verbal language to convey the 
intended meanings of the script. 

Select one or two actors and describe their use of focus during the performance. First provide  
an example of the actor directing the audience’s focus. Then identify any moments of them holding  
focus in a scene. How well did they achieve that required level of focus?

INTERRELATIONSHIP WITH DESIGN
Choose one actor and analyse how they used a prop/s to support the portrayal of their character.

Discuss and evaluate how one design area was utilised by the actors in the performance. You could 
choose from set, props, costume, lighting or sound.

ACTOR-AUDIENCE RELATIONSHIP
Describe one or two moments during the performance when you felt the most engaged or  
‘part of the story’. What about moments where you felt you were more distantly ‘observing’?  
Do you think these were intended? 

How did the actor-audience relationship enhance your understanding of the ideas, themes,  
and story of the play? 

How did the way different scenes and spaces were established or delineated affect the  
actor-audience relationship? 

Provide examples of moments during the performance when you felt a strong connection to  
one of the characters in the play. How did the actor playing the character create a strong  
actor-audience relationship? 

Describe any other strong actor-audience relationships that you witnessed during the play.

DIRECTION

SPACE & PERFORMANCE
How did the director manipulate the acting space to support A) the individual locations and times in the 
script, and B) the overall story and meaning of the play?

Consider the blocking and use of gesture or non-verbal language. How was direction applied to portray 
the various statuses of characters?

How do you think the overall direction of the play impacted the acting in the production? 

Were there any moments in the performance where you felt the direction of the actor-audience 
relationship did not work? Why?

DYNAMICS
Identify three examples in the production of a major change in dynamics—energy, conflict and/or 
tension—led by the director. What was the impact of those changes or variations? Were they effective?

CULTURE
How did the direction of Looking for Alibrandi honour the play’s integral Italian-Australian culture?
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DESIGN
You may wish to refer back to the Moments section in the previous Page To Stage chapter for stimuli,  
or you may wish to explore the script and/or production for other scenes or moments that demonstrate 
the work of the Looking for Alibrandi’s designers.

SET & COSTUME
How did Kate Davis’ set design support the creation and establishment of the different worlds  
of the play? 

What elements of the physical set design supported or offered opportunities for the directors and actors 
to manipulate dynamics—energy, conflict and/or tension—or the actor-audience relationship?

In what ways do you think the costume design may have impacted on the acting and direction?

How were props used to portray different characters’ statuses, functions, emotional states, and/or 
objectives?

SOUND & LIGHTING
Identify specific elements of theatre composition that sound designer Daniel Nixon and  
lighting designer Katie Sfetkidis applied to craft key moments in the stage production.

How effective were sound choices in communicating themes, contexts and/or intended meanings  
to the audience?

Identify three ways in which lighting was used to manipulate the acting space to support the story  
and meaning of the play.

THEATRE TECHNOLOGIES
Identify two major theatre technologies employed by the production. 

How were they used? How might they have been constructed or operated? 

Were the theatre technologies engaged by the stage production effective in supporting  
the telling of this story, or conveying the intended meanings and themes? Why or why not? 
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RESOURCES
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INTERVIEW WITH THE SET  
& COSTUME DESIGNER 
Soon after the pre-production design presentation for Looking for Alibrandi, the show’s set and costume 
designer Kate Davis (KD) sat down to chat with Malthouse education coordinator Lyall Brooks (LB). 

LB: Tell us about your inspiration for the overall set and costume design of Looking for Alibrandi.

KD: When Stephen and I started talking about the design, the main symbol of the show felt like it 
was the tomato—and the aesthetic comes from that idea. We really wanted to bring in this idea of 
tomatoes and of live processes of making food, so that you would feel—either at the Merlyn or the 
[Sydney partner theatre] Upstairs at Belvoir space—a sense of community. We’re creating passata 
live onstage, so we wanted to see the tomato from in its whole form, being cut, being smooshed, 
being pureed, being bottled and then being eaten—and the smell of the tomato will be filling the 
theatre. We’re also giving a nod to the Belvoir building being, quite literally, an old passata factory!

We recently got to go to a tomato day recently, and being a part of that of that made us realise what a 
kind of astounding emotional experience this work can be. Because of the way that people interacted 
with the process of making the tomato sauce; cutting together and going through processes as a 
collective—its been a really big inspiration. 

(And I’ll also say that on top of all this at this tomato day we got to meet this band called SANACORI 
who are this Italian Calabrian musicians, and they’re going to be recording music with Dan [Daniel 
Nixon, sound designer and composer] for the show!)

LB: Haha right place, right time! So how do you take the tomato and the passata manufacturing 
process—and what it represents in terms of family and ritual and the kind of throughlines of Italian 
migrants in Australia—and let it inform your design? 

KD: In terms of the aesthetic, we were talking about this idea of being both inside and outside. So the 
idea that it’s maybe an Italian parlour or loungeroom—hence we have this beautiful, floral, nostalgic 
carpet—and the idea of making passata in a concrete backyard with plastic chairs and plastic tubs 
and all the mess and grime. Yes, it’s messy, and in a practical sense we certainly have to be mindful of 
the manky-ness that may be caused! 

But with the messy tomatoes and the outdoor furniture and the more refined aesthetic of floral 
carpet—there’s a jarring there that I think is absolutely right for this show. It creates a wonderful 
tension—just like the book and play explore messy clashes of culture and family and community—
and also allows the many locations of the play to be more simply and abstractly portrayed within this 
more thematic aesthetic.

LB: On that, can you tell us more about the practical side of the set and how you see it working? 
What is your design’s interrelationship with the performance and direction?

KD: Well we have this 14.4 metre-wide carpet—a very full-on, floral pattern with quite vibrant greens 
and pinks and things like that—and then basically we’re creating the ‘architecture’ out of plastic vegie 
crates. These will be filled with REAL tomatoes (or at least on top, and the rest filled with packing or 
dummy tomatoes because we can’t have them all real as they’ll be out of season in July!).

So we’re creating this beautiful architecture of crates that Katie [Sfetkidis, lighting designer] can light 
through, and the actors—because of the organic nature of this show—can manipulate them in the 
performance to create the feelings of intimacy and family in the space. Basically because the crates 
aren’t a built item, they’re something that we can respond to in terms of what’s happening on the floor, 
and sort of what can be transformed with these. We can move these crates wherever they need to go.

 

LB: And how do you see the design’s relationship with the audience?

KD: We’re covering the orchestra pit in the Merlyn so the audience and the stage all feels fully ‘flat on 
the ground’ which helps with this idea of intimacy. We’re watching this family, they’re on the ground, 
everything is human scale. Nothing is big. We keep talking about the ‘operatic domestic’—it’s quite 
operatic in that it’s cavernous but minimal, but the human-size family and their dramas and the 
familiarity of the tomatoes with their feel and smell… they speak to each other.

If you look at the set model [accessible in the Resources!] you can see an on-the-ground cooker 
with a massive stainless steel cooking pot where the passata will be made onstage—so we’ll have 
the steam and the smell of the passata. We also have all these random kind of tubs which you’ll see 
in my reference images [again, access via the Resources!] are often in lots of different colours, all 
mismatched, ones that have cut tomatoes in them; there’s knives everywhere, there’s water, there’s all 
these things. So we’ve got all this dotted throughout, and these kind of old school chairs and outdoor 
furniture. And of course a plastic tablecloth in a really loud print.

In one of the opening scenes, Josie comes in with a crate of tomatoes and we see them roll across 
the ground… there are things like that where the set is really responding to this community and family 
vibe, that we’re inside a house, but also outside… that’s how I see the audience too: they’re witness to, 
but also an inseparable part of, the action.

LB: Tell us more about the colours and prints. What were your influences for these?

KD: The whole idea is to really smash prints together. And make it garish but quite beautiful.  
So we’ll have this plastic tablecloth with this beautiful carpet, and all the costumes are based on  
print and colour so the characters will really pop—especially with the enormous exposed black 
back wall of the Merlyn, it creates a wonderful contrasting black void sitting behind and allowing the 
colours and patterns and textures to explode.

In terms of another reference, we really started to look at the films of Pedro Almodóvar as the 
inspiration for the design of the work. You can see a similar wonderful contrast and balance with his 
aesthetic where patterns and textures clash together in a super-saturated, bold, striking way.

LB: And how does that get interpreted in your costumes? Can you maybe run through a few of 
the characters and how you approached their individual aesthetic?

Sure! It all comes down to print and colour. And there are a LOT of costumes. I created an image page 
for each character [link in the Resources—follow along!]. The tomatoes playing into the costumes 
means the red feels perfect as a colour for these Alibrandi women and how the red connects with each 
of them. 

Our casual vibe for Josie is this 90s denim overall dress, maybe with some Doc Martens,  
with a red t-shirt. 

For the dance, it’s this red kind of satin puffy-sleeve with a polka dot red tuille or lace overlay. It just 
sounds disgusting, it looks… not good. Her Nonna has made it, and she hates it. She will absolutely 
stand out with this red dress in this red tomato land.

The references for Nonna include shots from the Alibrandi movie, those Almodóvar films and prints. 
Florals again, knee-high beige stockings and red shoes; maybe an open red cardigan. And then I can 
see a dyed wig of red hair that’s like not quite the right colour red—like she’s holding onto her youth 
maybe a bit longer than she should or wants to. (And maybe, just maybe, she’s inspired by a Nonna we 
know in real life…!) It’s not a great job, but it’ll really work with the red shoes and cardigan and classic 
polyester print. 
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Christina is again all about print, floral and colour, but with form-fitting silhouettes. French-tip nails, 
gold crucifix—really clashing both the patterns and identities. Red shoes again.  
Quite a cinematic vibe. 

There are lots of school uniforms in the work, too, and we’ve gone with this really full-on red-and-
white gingham—it’s really going to jump out with the tomatoes—and red blazer for Josie.

In general, for all the characters, I’m always leaning into texture and colour, including how it plays 
against the stage’s carpet. But always based in the truth of the characters.

Sera basically wants to be Madonna; Jacob is classic 90s hot boy with slapdash flannel and ripped 
jeans—very non-comformist; John is very refined, lots of bow ties and suits; Ivy has refinement 
shown through nice accessories like a headband for school.

LB: Thanks Kate, we can’t wait to see how it turns out—and I hope you’ve inspired the next 
generation of designers with your daring, vibrant aesthetic!

KD: Thanks, me too!

 

INTERVIEW WITH THE SET & COSTUME DESIGNER 
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FURTHER RESOURCES
The following resources can be used in conjunction with those provided in Prompt Pack A to form a 
comprehensive bank of assets. Once again, these are a mix of resources referenced in the body of this 
document, and extra sources to further inform and stimulate.

Note that all resources are hyperlinked for those clicking on an interactive PDF version of this  
Prompt Pack but, for those holding a paper version, simple-to-type bitly links have been provided.

LOOKING FOR ALIBRANDI RESOURCES
 → Looking for Alibrandi at 30: There’s a White Hot Shame About Sticking Out 

Walter Marsh | The Guardian | Article, 2022 | bit.ly/LFAPress01

 → Writer, Theatre Maker and Comedian Vidya Rajan 
Vyshnavee Wijekumar | The Saturday Paper | Article, 2022 | bit.ly/LFAPress04

 → Looking for Alibrandi Prompt Pack A 
bit.ly/LFAPromptPacks

 → Interview with Director Stephen Nicolazzo 
vimeo.com/malthouse/LFADirector

 → Interview with Actor Chanella Macri 
vimeo.com/malthouse/LFAActor01

 → Interview with Actors Lucia Mastrantone & Hannah Monson 
vimeo.com/malthouse/LFAActor02

 → Interview with Malthouse New Work Manager Mark Pritchard 
vimeo.com/malthouse/LFADramaturg

 → Set Model, Style Inspiration & Costume Design by Kate Davis 
bit.ly/LFADesign

 → Malthouse Theatre Engine Room Blog 
bit.ly/LFAEngineRoom

 → Looking for Alibrandi Collated Reviews 
bit.ly/LFAPress03

VCAA RESOURCES
 → Past VCE Theatre Studies Written Examinations 

bit.ly/LFAExams 

 → VCE Theatre Studies 2019-2023 Study Design 
bit.ly/LFATheatreStudies
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